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Abstract

The electron transfer reactions involving QA and QB were investigated inRb. capsulatusRCs where the QB site
was mutated to contain 42 residues from the QA site. The RCs have M220–M261 in the QA site substituted for
L193–L227 in the QB site plus the M subunit second-site mutations, M144MI and M145AS, which had been found
to restore the ability of the bacteria to grow photosynthetically. These mutants lack L210D, L212E, L213D, and
L223S which have been previously shown to affect the electron transfer from QA

− to QB. Despite the large change
in the QB pocket, secondary quinone function still can be reconstituted. The UQ4 dissociation constant for the QB
site in the mutant is only three times as large as in the wild type RCs. The rate of charge recombination (P+QAQB

−
→ PQAQB) (kBP) is reduced from 8.9 s−1 in wild type RCs to 0.05s−1 in the mutant, This indicates that QAQB

−
is stabilized relative to QA−QB by at least 60 meV more than in wild type protein.kBP is pH independent in the
mutant RCs, while in wild type RCskBP increases at alkaline pHs as reduction of QB becomes energetically less
favorable. Similar pH independent, slowkBP has been found in the L212EA/L213DA double mutant. The largest
change found in the mutant is that the electron transfer from QA

− to QB (kAB
(1) ≈14 s−1) is 3 orders of magnitude

slower than in wild type RCs (104 s−1).

Introduction

The primary process of bacterial photosynthesis oc-
curs within reaction centers (RCs), a membrane-bound
pigment–protein complex. RCs convert light energy
into chemical free energy via a series of transmem-
brane electron transfer reactions between protein asso-
ciated redox cofactors. X-ray crystal structures of RCs
from the purple non-sulfur bacteriaRhodopseudomo-
nas viridisandRhodobacter sphaeroidesshow a sur-
prising c2 symmetry of the redox cofactors (Komiya et
al. 1988; Deisenhofer and Michel 1991; Lancaster et
al. 1995) (Figure 1). A dimer of bacteriochlorophylls
(P) lies near the center of the symmetry axis near the
periplasm. Moving along the transmembrane direction
are 2 bacteriochlorophyll monomers (BL and BM), 2

bacteriopheophytins (HL and HM) and 2 ubiquinone-
10 (UQ10) molecules (QA and QB). However, the
symmetry related cofactors behave quite differently.
Electron transfer proceeds from an excited singlet state
of P, which reduces HL in 3 ps via BL. HL

− then trans-
fers an electron to QA in 200 ps. QA

− then reduces QB.
BM and HM are inactive. QA, is a non-exchangeable
redox cofactor which never binds protons. Little pro-
ton uptake by the protein is coupled to QA reduc-
tion. In contrast, quinone from the membrane quinone
pool freely exchanges into the QB binding site and
forms a doubly reduced product. Amino acids near
QB bind protons to stabilize the anionic semiquinone
formed after the first stage of reduction (Takahashi
and Wraight 1994; Okamura and Feher 1995). Two
protons are transferred to the reduced quinone at the
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Figure 1. The A6D1 mutant was generated by replacing
HisL190-GlyL228 in the QB site with HisM217-GlyM262 from the
analogous region of the QA site (Table 1). The two mutations
M144Met to Iie and M145Asn to Ser in the photosynthetically com-
petent A6D1 lie between QB and HM. The Rb. sphaeroidesRC
structure is shown (Stowell et al. 1997). These RCs have 78.3, 76.5
and 64.5% sequence identity with the L, M and H chains ofRb.
capsulatusRCs studied here (Williams et al. 1986). In the duplic-
ated region of the M subunit, there are only 3 conservative changes
while there are 5 changes in the L subunit that is removed.

Figure 2. The photochemical cycle in RCs.The first photon. When
ground state RCs absorb light, P is excited and a electron is trans-
ferred by way of HL to the first primary quinone QA forming
P+QA

−QB (if there is no QB and no electron donor this returns to
the ground state atkAP). One electron donor such as cytochrome
c/RC will reduce P+ in microseconds (D(1)). QA

− reduces the
secondary quinone bound at the QB site to form P+QAQB

− (at
kAB

(1)). QA
− to QB electron transfer and reduction of P+ occur

independently.The second photon.If QA has been oxidized by
QB, formation of a second P+ will cause QA to be reduced again.
A second electron donor/RC can reduce P+ (D(2)). This can then
transfer an electron to QB− (at kAB

(2)). The first proton is bound
by QB

− and the second by the doubly reduced QBH−. QBH2 leaves
the RCs, a quinone binds to the QB side and the cycle can start again.

appropriate stages in the reaction cycle to produce di-
hydroquinone which is released into the membrane
and replaced with the substrate quinone (Figure 2).

RCs fromRb. sphaeroidesand the closely related
Rb. capsulatushave three protein subunits, L, M and

H. The crystal structures ofRb. sphaeroidesRCs show
that L and M each have 5 transmembrane helices
(Komiya et al. 1988; Deisenhofer and Michel 1991;
Lancaster et al. 1995). All of the cofactors are bound
by these subunits. H, with only one transmembrane
helix, caps the cytoplasmic side of the protein near
the quinones. L and M are arranged with approximate
c2 symmetry around the redox cofactors. The trans-
membrane helices of the L polypeptide surround BL
and HL while BM and HM are associated with the M
chain The chains cross near the cytoplasm so that the
M subunit binds QA and L binds QB. The sequence
identity between the L and M chains is 31.9% inRb.
capsulatusand 33.9% inRb. sphaeroidesRCs (Willi-
ams et al. 1986). With this degree of sequence identity,
it is likely that RCs were originally made of identical
subunits that evolved into the modern protein.

The quinone binding sites are made up of regions
where there is less homology between L and M sub-
units.Rb. capsulatusRCs were genetically engineered
to explore the behavior of a more symmetric protein
(Coleman and Youvan 1993). Two regions with similar
positions in the structure, but with low sequence iden-
tity were selected. Forty-two residues, M220 to M261,
from the QA binding site replace the 35 residues, L193
to L227, in the QB binding site (Figure 1, Table 1).
BLAST finds no significant similarity between the 2
segments. Eight residues, clustered near the ends of
the sequences, are the same (Table 1). Each sequence
contains the last residues of the 4th and 5th trans-
membrane helix, as well as a smaller connecting helix
that runs parallel to the protein surface. QA and QB
sit within the region bounded by the 3 helices. Thus,
in the mutant many of the residues near QB are re-
placed by residues from the QA site. Of the 18 residues
within 4 Å of QB in theRb. sphaeroidesRC structure
1AIG (Stowell et al. 1997), 11 are in the segment of
the L subunit that are replaced. Earlier studies have
found many of the residues removed from the QB site
are important for function. In particular mutations of
Asp L210, L213, Glu L212 and Ser L223 have been
characterized inRb. sphaeroidesand Rb. capsulatus
RCs (see (Takahashi and Wraight 1994; Okamura and
Feher 1995) for reviews).

Bacteria with the segment substitution were found
to be unable to grow photosynthetically. A photo-
synthetically competent strain, A6D1, was identified
with an intact QA insert. MetM144 was found to be
changed to Ile and AlaM145 to Ser. These residues
lie between QB and HM. Thus, RCs with the segment
substitution can carry out the complete photocycle
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Table 1. BLAST alignment of relevant portion ofRb. capsulatusL and M subunits

123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 12

210 GSALLFAMHGATILAVTRFGGERELEQIVDRGTASERAALFWRWTMGFNATMEGIHRWAI 269 M

Hel TTTTTTTTTTTTTTT PPPPPP PPPPPPPPPPPPPP TTTTTT

Ali +A AMHGA +L+ + + + ++R MG++ GIHR +

183 TTAWALAMHGALVLSAANPVKGKTMR-------TPDHEDTYFRDLMGYSVGTLGIHRLGL 235 L

Hel TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT PPPPPPPPPPPP TTTTTTTTTT

3456789 123456789 12345678 9 123456789 12345678

The region removed from the L subunit and the replaced region of the M subunit are under-
lined. Without counting the identical residues on the ends of the segments 42 residues from
M replace 35 residues plus a 7 residue gap in the L subunit. Ali:+ are similar residues; HEL:
marks the helical regions: T is transmembrane helix, P a helix parallel to the membrane. The
program DSSP (Kabsch and Sander 1983) was used to determine the helical segments in the
homologousRb. sphaeroidesRC structure 1AIG (Stowell et al. 1997).

(Figure 2) at a rate that can support growth. The work
reported here characterizes the steps in the reaction
sequence that involve quinone in isolated A6D1 RCs.
The changes in the affinity of quinone for the protein
and in the kinetics and thermodynamics of the vari-
ous quinone involved reactions were determined and
compared with wild type protein.

Materials and methods

The genetic modification of the RCs used to obtain
the Rb. capsulatusA6D1 mutant has been described
previously (Coleman and Youvan 1990, 1993). Wild
type and mutant bacteria were grown in the dark. RCs
were isolated by the protocol of Prince and Youvan
(1987) with some modification. Lauryldimethylamine
N-oxide (LDAO) was used to solubilize the chro-
matophore membranes. The protein was isolated by
ion-exchange chromatography on a DEAE Biogel-
A column. The A6D1 RCs were eluted from the
column with 150 mM KCl, 0.05% LDAO, and 10mM
potassium phosphate at pH 7.3. The RC concentra-
tion was determined at 802 nm or 865 nm using the
extinction coefficients:ε802=0.288µM−1 cm−1 or
ε865=0.135µM−1 cm−1, respectively. Kinetic meas-
urements were carried out with 0.5–1.0µM RCs.

The presence of H, M and L subunits in the mutant
RCs was determined by a protein chip assay. Three
polypeptides with appropriate molecular weight were
found using the SELDI-TOF/MS system from Cipher-
gen Biosystems, Inc. (Palo Alto, CA. SELDI: Surface
Enhanced Laser Desorption Ionization) (Hutchens and
T.-T.Yip 1993).

UQ4 (Sigma) was solubilized in alcohol. Caps,
Ches, Tris, phosphate and Mes were used as pH buf-

fers at the appropriate pH. Horse heart cytochrome
c (Sigma) was reduced with sodium borohydride
(Sigma). The pH indicator dyes were chlorophenol red
and cresol red (Sigma). The semiquinone was trapped
using 100µM ferrocene (Aldrich) as an electron donor
to reduce P+.

Time-resolved optical spectroscopy was performed
with a flash spectrometer from the University of
Pennsylvania Biomedical Instrumentation Group. A
10 µs xenon flash initiated the reaction. Measure-
ments were carried out at single wavelengths using a
continuous illumination light source. A shutter was
closed between measurements. Data was collected
by a Thorn photomultiplier with the data stored on
a LeCroy 300 MHz oscilloscope. Kinetic transients
were fit assuming exponential decays using IGOR Pro
(WaveMetrics). Two 10µs Xenon flashes spaced at
the appropriate intervals was used for the cytochrome
c double flash experiment.

For measurements of cytochromec oxidation un-
der conditions of steady state turnover, RCs were illu-
minated from a direction perpendicular to the meas-
uring beam. A 100 W Oriel tungsten halogen lamp
provided the source of the continuous illumination.
The intensity was 300 mw cm−2. A >700 nm long
pass filter was used. The change in absorption when
one equivalent of cytochromec is oxidized per RC was
determined from the absorption change at 550 nm after
a single, saturating flash.

The kinetics of the electron transfer that returns
P+QA

− or P+QAQB
− to the ground state (kAP

obs and
kBP

obs, respectively) were measured at 425 nm, a max-
imum of the absorption difference between P+ and
P. The semiquinone signals of QA

− and QB
− were

monitored at 450 nm a maximum in the difference in
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Q− and Q absorption. Cytochromec oxidation was
monitored at 550 nm where the absorbance difference
between cytc2+ and cytc3+ has a maximum.

Flash-induced proton uptake was measured optic-
ally using the pH-indicator dyes chlorophenol red and
cresol red (Takahashi and Wraight 1992; Paddock et
al. 1994) at the isosbestic for the difference between
PQA and P+QA

− near 575 nm. The unbuffered assay
solution contained 50 mM KCl, 40µM pH indicator
dye, 100µM Q4, 0.03% Triton x-100, 100µM fer-
rocene and 1µM RC. Samples were degassed under
nitrogen. Control measurements were made with 10
mM buffers. The net proton uptake was derived by
subtracting the signals of the buffered controls from
the unbuffered samples. HCl was used to determine
the change in dye absorption per proton.

Use of the charge recombination in the P+QB− state
to determine the free energy difference between
P+QA− and P+QB−

Charge recombination occurs by 2 paths. The ob-
served rate (kBP

obs) is:

kBP
obs= kBP+ kBAP = kBP+ kAP/(KAB + 1) (1)

wherekBP is the rate of direct electron tunneling from
QB
− to P+ (Takahashi and Wraight 1992; Labahn et

al. 1994; Labahn et al. 1995; Allen et al. 1998) and
kBAP is the rate of an indirect path involving charge
recombination from P+QB

− via P+QA
− which then

returns to the ground state by electron tunneling from
QA
− to P+. On the indirect path P+QB

− and P+QA
−

remain at equilibrium. KAB is [QAQB
−/QA

−QB] and
(KAB+1)−1 is the fraction of the total reduced quinone
(QA
− + QB

−) where the electron is on QA. The differ-
ence in free energy between the QA

−QB and QAQB
−

states, can be determined from -1GAB=RT ln KAB =
RT ln (kAP/kBAP −1) (Kleinfeld et al. 1984; Mancino
et al. 1984). In wild type RCs,KAB can be increased
by reconstituting QA with low potential quinones, res-
ulting in very slow charge recombination by direct
electron transfer from QB− to P+. When charge re-
combination is primarily by the direct route, which is
relatively insensitive to the energy of the P+QB

− state,
kBP

obs is slower than≈0.2 s−1 (Allen et al. 1998).

Distribution of reaction centers after successive
flashes in the cytochromec double flash experiment

In the presence of an exogenous electron donor such as
reduced cytochromec, P+ is reduced and the electron

Figure 3. The cytochromec double flash method. If the electron on
QA
− has not moved to QB then no cytochrome c is

oxidized after the second flash. D(2)/D(1) is equal to
[QAQB

−]/([QA
−QB]+[QAQB

−]) where the denominator is
the total RC population.

is trapped on QA or QB following the first flash (Fig-
ure 3). All RCs oxidize a cytochrome electron donor
(D(1)). On the next flash no stable P+ is produced if
RCs are in the state PQA

− and no additional cyto-
chrome will be oxidized (D(2)=0). If RCs were in the
PQAQB

− state, a second flash can transfer an electron
to QA leaving new P+ to be reduced by a second cyto-
chromec (D(2)). Thus, the ratio of D(2)/D(1) provides
the fraction of the RCs where the electron has moved
from QA

− to QB at the time of the second flash (Parson
1969).

Determination of the affinity of the quinone for the
QB site

The dissociation constant for the quinone from the
QB site (Kd) was determined by titration with UQ4.
As in a standard analysis,Kd = [RCF][QF]/[RC•QB]
where RCF is the concentration of RCs without QB
and QF is the free UQ4 in solution. RC•QB are RCs
with UQ4 bound to the QB site. The total UQ4 ([QT])
added is [QF]+[RC•QB] and the total RCs ([RCT]) is
[RCF]+[RC•QB]. The dissociation constants (Kd) of
the UQ4 at the QB site was calculated using PeakFit
(Jandel Scientific) to obtain a non-linear least squares
fit to the relationship:

%QB = [RC•QB]
[RCT] =

1

2

{(
1+ [QT] + Kd

[RCT]
)
−√(

1+ [QT] + Kd

[RCT]
)2

− 4
[QT]
[RCT]

 (2)
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[RC•QB] was obtained either from the amplitude of
the slow phase of charge recombination in the absence
of donor to P+ or from the cytochrome c double flash
experiment.

Results and analysis

Charge separation to form P+QA− and charge
recombination from this state in A6D1 RCs

With no extra ubiquinone added, the amount of
P+QA

− per RC formed after a flash was the same
in wild-type and mutant protein. Thus, QA remains
bound to the mutant RCs during protein isolation.
Approximately 98% of wild-type RCs that absorb a
photon produce P+QA

− (Wraight and Clayton 1973).
The amplitude of the P+QA

− formed on a flash in
the mutant shows that the relative quantum yield is
comparable in mutant and wild type RCs. The high
quantum yield shows that HL− in the first interme-
diate state (P+HL

−) is able to reduce QA faster than
the P+HL

− returns to the ground state (Gunner and
Dutton, 1989).

Charge recombination in P+QA
− RCs occurs by

direct electron transfer from QA− to P+. The P+QA
−

→ PQA reaction occurs as anearly single exponential
process with a rate (kAP

obs) of 8 s−1 in both wild type
and mutant RC (data not shown). Thus, the large scale
modification of the QB site has little or no impact on
the QA reduction or oxidation reactions that involve
HL or P.

Charge recombination from the P+QB− state as a
measure of1GAB in the mutant

In the presence of excess UQ4 the rate of the reaction
P+Q−B → PQB (kBP

obs) is 0.02 s−1 (Figure 4A). This
is significantly slower than in the wild type RCs where
kBP

obs is 0.85 s−1 andkAP is 8 s−1, KAB is 8.4 and
1GAB is 55 meV. In the A6D1 mutant, the back reac-
tion from P+QB

− is sufficiently slow that it appears to
occur by direct charge recombination (kBP) rather than
by the uphill reaction of reform QA−QB (kBAP). The
decrease inkBP

obs shows that QAQB
− is stabilized re-

lative to QA
−QB by at least 60 meV in the mutant (see

equation 1). This could occur by raising the energy
level of QA

−QB or by lowering that of QAQB
−. How-

ever, when the QA−QB state energy is raised,kAP
obs

becomes faster as a second route for charge recom-
bination via an uphill reaction that reforms HL

−QA
becomes important (Gunner et al. 1982; Woodbury

Figure 4. Charge separation and recombination monitored by the
absorbance change at 425 nm as a function of time. 0.5µM RCs,
100µM UQ4, 0.04% LDAO, pH 7.3. The rate constants are (A)
Wild type RCskAP= 7.6 s−1, kBP= 0.85 s−1; mutant, kAP= 7.4
s−1, kBP= 0.027 s−1. Approximately, 50% of the reaction occurs at
kAP in the mutant. (B) Mutant RCs repetitively excited at an interval
of 0.2 s.

et al. 1986). This does not happen in the mutant as
kAP

obs is the same as in the wild type RCs. Thus, the
change of the QB site stabilizes the QB− semiquinone
by at least 60 meV relative to the wild type RCs so that
1GAB is at least−120 meV.

The pH dependence of the charge recombination
reaction in P+QB− RCs

The pH dependence of the rate at which P+QAQB
−

returns to the ground state (kBP
obs) was determined

for wild type and mutant RCs (Figure 6). As seen
previously, in wild type RCskBP

obs increases with
pH below pH 6 and above pH 9 and is pH independ-
ent in between (Maroti et al. 1994). In contrast, the
charge recombination ratekBP for A6D1 RCs is essen-
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Figure 5. (A) pH dependence of the P+QAQB
− decay rate

(kBP
obs). (B) Fraction of the charge recombination at the slow rate

indicative of RCs in the P+QAQB
− state. In wild type RCs, at pH

less than 7,kBP
obsaccounts for 90% at pH 7 but it decreases to 30%

at pH 9 and above. However, for the mutant RCs, the amplitude at
kBP was constant at≈50%. 0.3µM RCs, 100µM UQ4, 10 mM
buffer.• AD61;N wild type RCs.

tially pH independent from pH 4.6 to 10.3, withkBP
obs

≈0.02 s−1.
In wild type RCs at pH 7–8, 90% of the RCs will

form P+QB
− after a single flash. At high pH, the amp-

litude of the slow, P+QB
−, phase decreases to as little

as 30% (Figure 5B). In contrast as will be described
below only 50% of the A6D1 RCs form P+QB

− fol-
lowing a single flash. However, this amplitude is
independent of pH (Figure 5A).

The affinity of ubiquinone for the QB site

The affinity of UQ4 for the QB site was determined
for the wild type and A6D1 RCs. The fraction of
UQ4 bound can be measured in two different ways.
The distribution of P+QA

− and P+QB
− RCs is easy

to determine from the charge recombination kinetics

Figure 6. UQ4 titration of the QB site of RCs from wild type and
A6D1 RCs. Percentage of RCs with behavior characteristic of hav-
ing an active QB. (A). The charge recombination assay for QB
binding. % atkAB is = 1A(decaying atkBP)/1A(total) after first
flash.1A measured at 425 nm.Kd is 4.4± 0.5µM for wild type and
11.9± 0.6µM for mutant RCs. (B). The cytochromec double flash
assay for QB reduction prior to the second flash (see Figure 2). All
RCs oxidize a cytochrome on first flash. Electron transfer from QA

−
to QB is required for cytochrome oxidation following the second
flash. Cytochrome oxidation measured at 550 nm with 20µM horse
heart cytochromec added. Flashes are spaced 0.5 s apart.Kd’s are
7.8± 0.9 µM and 11± 0.6 µM, respectively, for wild type and
mutant RCs. 0.5µM RCs, 100µM UQ4, 0.04% LDAO, pH = 7.3.

(Figure 6). With no electron donor to reduce P+, the
rate of return to the ground state in P+QA

− is 8 s−1

in both mutant and wild type RCs. It is 0.02–0.05
s−1 from P+QB

− in A6D1 and 0.85 in wild type RCs
(Figure 4). Although the term Kd will be used here,
the population of P+QB

− can overestimate QB af-
finity (Wraight and Stein 1980, 1983). Quinone can
bind to the QB during the lifetime of P+QA

−, while
reduced QB− has a much reduced dissociation rate.
The increase in the fraction of charge recombination
at the slow rate with increasing UQ4 provides aKd
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Figure 7. Electron transfer from QA
− to QB measured with the

cytochromec double flash method (see Figure 3). The cytochrome
1A(2nd flash)/1A(first flash) = D(2)/D(1) (Figure 2) was monitored
at 550 nm as a function of the spacing between first and second flash
at pH 7.3. The electron transfer rate (kAB

(1)) for the mutant of 14
s−1 is obtained from1A1/1A2 = 1−exp(−(kAB

(1)∗1t)) (Parson
1969). The curve for the wild type RCs was simulated using values
of kAB

(1) = 15,400 s−1 (τ = 65 µs) from Baciou et al. (1993) is
provided for comparison.

value for the wild type of 4.4± 0.5µM and 11.9±
0.6µM for the mutant. Thus, despite the large scale
rearrangement of the QB site, the affinity of the bind-
ing site for UQ4 is weakened by less than a factor of
three. However, when the RCs are saturated with UQ4
charge recombination is at the slow rate characteristic
of P+QB

− in 90% of the wild type but only 50% of
the mutant RCs. Thus, the yield of P+QB

− is signific-
antly smaller in the mutant RCs than in the wild type
protein.

A second measure of the QB site occupancy is the
ratio of cytochromec oxidation on the first (D(1)) and
second (D(2)) flash (Figure 3). With flashes spaced 0.5
s apart, theKd of UQ4 for the QB site is 7.8± 0.9µM
and 11± 0.6µM. The fraction of RCs that can form
P+QB

− at saturating UQ4 is 98% and 90%, respect-
ively, for wild type and mutant RCs (Figure 6B). There
is good agreement between theKd’s determined by the
cytochrome double flash method and the measurement
of the rate of return to the ground state when no elec-
tron donor is present. However, with the cytochromec
assay, almost all RCs form P+QB

−.

Why only half the RCs form P+QB− in A6D1 RCs
when there is no electron donor to reduce P+

When the QB site is saturated with UQ4 only 50% of
the charge recombination occurs at a rate characteristic

Figure 8. Steady state cytochromec oxidation with wild type and
mutant RCs monitored by the absorbance change at 550 nm under
continuous illumination. 0.6µM RC, 20µM cyt c, 100µM UQ4,
0.04% LDAO, at 24◦C, I≈600 mW. The vertical scale was normal-
ized given1A for 1 cyt c/RC obtained from the absorbance change
at 550 nm after a single saturating flash.

of P+QB
− RCs (kBP) while 50% is at the fasterkAP.

However, with repetitive excitation, on each additional
flash half the population that returned to the ground
state atkAP now shows the slower recombination rate
characteristic of RCs in the state P+QB

− (Figure 3B).
After a series of flashes, all RCs return to the ground
state at the slow rate. Thus, it is not that half the RCs
have an incompetent QB site. Rather it appears that the
quantum yield for formation of P+QB

− is only 50%.
Thus, the state P+QA

− can either produce P+QB
− (at

kAB
(1)) or the ground state (atkAP). The quantum yield

is kAB
(1)/(kAB

(1)+kAP). If these 2 rates are equal only
half the RCs reach P+QB

− after each flash. By re-
peating the partitioning between ground and P+QB

−
states following a series of flashes all the RCs form
the long-lived P+QB

−. This suggests thatkAB
(1) is≈8

s−1. Following the first flash, the fraction of charge
recombination that occurs at the fast rate (kAP) remains
at≈50% from pH 5.5 to 10.5 (Figure 5). ThuskAB

(1)

appears to be relatively independent of pH.
The observation that 90% of the RCs reach the

P+QB
− state with cytochromec added (Figure 6B) is

further evidence that competition with charge recom-
bination from the P+QA

− state limits the formation of
P+QB

−. With the addition of cytochrome c the back
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Figure 9. Semiquinone anion formed after a series of saturating
flashes spaced 1 s apart monitored at 450 nm. 0.5µM RCs, 100µm
UQ4, and 100µM ferrocene, 10 mM buffer, 0.04% LDAO. at pH
6 and pH 8. (A) Wild type RCs. The first flash shows formation of
(QA
− + QB

−) with the electron primarily on QB. This is stable for
seconds. The semiquinone disappears after the second flash as QH2
is formed. (B) AD61 RCs. In the mutant, the semiquinone decays at
≈7 s−1 after each flash.

reaction is blocked by the fast rereduction of P+ by the
cytochrome. Here all electron transfer can go forward
to form P+QB

−.
There is a second measure of the rate of elec-

tron transfer from QA− to QB which relies on the
cytochromec double flash method (Figure 7). Since
cytochromec oxidation on the second flash is not seen
if QA is still reduced, the ratio of cytochromec oxid-
ized on the first (D(1)) and second flash (D(2)) can be
used to assay the electron transfer rate from QA to QB
(Figure 3). As the interval between flashes increases
providing more time for more electron transfer from
QA
− to QB, more cytochromec is oxidized on the

Figure 10. Proton uptake for wild type and A6D1 RCs. 1µM RCs,
0.03% Triton, UQ4=150µm, 100µM Ferrocene, 50 mM KCL. At
pH 6, 50µM chlorophenol red monitored at 575 nm. At pH 8, 50
µM cresol red measured at 555 nm.

second flash. The fraction of RCs where the electron
has already been transferred to QB is (D(2))/(D(1)) = 1
− exp(−(kAB

(1)∗1t)) (Parson 1969). Varying the time
interval,1t, between the first and second flashes, the
observed rate of electron transfer from QA

− to QB was
determined to be 14 s−1. This value is comparable
to that estimated from the≈50% quantum yield for
formation of P+QB

−. At a given time interval between
flashes, the amplitude of the cytochromec oxidized on
the 3rd and 4th flash is comparable to the that found
on the 2nd flash. The third oxidation of P relies on the
electron transfer from QA− to QB

− (kAB
(2)). If kAB

2

were slower thankAB
(1), D(3) would be smaller than

D(2) (Figure 2).

Steady state turn over in A6D1 RCs

The overall rate of the photocycle was determined
from the oxidation of cytochrome c at 550 nm in the
presence of excess UQ4 (Figures 2 and 8) (Paddock et
al. 1989, 1990). Slowing either the electron or pro-
ton transfer at any step will result in a decrease of
the turnover rate. In wild type RCs, the steady state
cytochromec turnover rate is 120 (cytc/RC) s−1,
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consistent with previous results (Bylina and Youvan
1987). The mutant shows a fast oxidation of about
0.8 cyt/RC followed by a slower steady-state rate of
24 (cyt c/RC) s−1. This suggests that the formation
of the state P+QA

− oxidizing one cytochromec per
RC is unimpaired. However, the second cytochromec
oxidation which requires electron transfer from QA

−
to QB is slow. As the rate is constant following the
second cytochrome oxidation/RC the electron transfer
from QA

− to QB appears to be the rate limiting step
for the entire photocycle.

Semiquinone stability and proton binding

The stability of the semiquinone in the RCs can be
determined at 450 nm in RCs with an electron donor
to reduce P+ and block the return to the ground state.
In wild type RCs, the first flash forms the semiquinone
QAQB

−. This state is stable for seconds (Figure 9A).
The second flash forms the dihydroquinone QBH2 as
seen from the disappearance of the semiquinone signal
(Wraight 1977; Baciou et al. 1993). Binding UQ4 to
the QB site allows the cycle to start again (Figure 1).
In the A6D1 RCs, when the electron donor ferrocene
but no UQ4 is added, the semiquinone at QA is stable
for many seconds. However, when QB is reconstituted,
no stable QB− was observed (Figure 9B). Rather ab-
sorption at 450 nm decays to the baseline at a rate of
≈7 s−1 after each flash.

Protons are bound by RCs and transferred to QB
during the electron transfer cycle (Figure 2). Proton
binding was monitored from the absorbance changes
of pH indicator dyes (Figure 10). In wild type RCs
protons are taken up on each flash. As expected, fewer
protons were bound on the first flash where proton
uptake is by the protein than the second flash which
forms QH2 (Maroti and Wraight 1988; Takahashi and
Wraight 1992; McPherson et al. 1993). In contrast,
very little proton uptake by the A6D1 RCs after any
flash at either pH 6 or 8.

Discussion

The properties of QA and QB have been investigated in
a revertant of the segment substitution mutant ofRb.
capsulatusRC where the 42 residues, M220–M261,
from the QA binding site replace the 35 residues,
L193–L227, in the QB binding site (Coleman and
Youvan 1993). Despite this large change, these bac-
teria grow photosynthetically in the A6D1 revertant

which has added two additional mutations between the
QB site and the nearby bacteriopheophytin. Thus, at
least in whole cells, a complete photocycle leading to
the production of QH2 occurs rapidly enough to sup-
port growth. Detailed characterization of the isolated
mutant protein identifies how RC function is affected
by the changes in QB site structure.

The QB site, which is modified substantially, still
binds ubiquinone (UQ4) with an affinity that is only
three times weaker than in wild-type protein. The most
dramatic change in the reaction is the slowing of the
first electron transfer from QA− to QB (kAB

1) from
≈5000 s−1 in wild type RCs (Okamura and Feher
1995) to≈10 s−1 in the A6D1 RCs.

The large scale sequence substitution in the A6D1
mutant has little impact on the tunneling reactions
from either QA

− or QB
− to P+. The rate of the reac-

tion P+QA
− → PQA, which occurs by direct electron

tunneling from QA
− to P+, is unchanged from that

found in wild type RCs. The rate of the reaction
P+QB

− → PQB (kBP
obs) is much slower than in wild

type RCs. This behavior has been shown in simpler,
single site QB mutants to indicate that the mutation
stabilizes QAQB

− relative to QA
−QB by at least 60

meV relative to the wild type protein (Takahashi and
Wraight 1990; Paddock et al. 1997). This is, as expec-
ted, due to a change in the QB

−/QB midpoint rather
than the QA−/QA midpoint.

As -1G◦AB increases, charge recombination from
P+QB

− occurs by the free energy insensitive direct
electron tunneling from QB− to P+. The direct tunnel-
ing rate from QB

− to P+ is similar to that that found
in more limited QB site mutants that change AspL213
(Takahashi and Wraight 1990, 1992; Hanson et al.
1992; Maroti et al. 1994; Paddock et al. 1994). In
the L213 single mutantskBP

obs is slow but increases
with increasing pH (Paddock et al. 1990). The segment
substitution in the A6D1 RCs replaces both L212 and
L213 with Ala (Table 1). Double mutants ofRb. cap-
sulatusor Rb. sphaeroidesRCs that replace GluL212
and AspL213 with non-ionizable residues show a slow
kBP

obs with no pH dependence, similar to the A6D1
RC (Takahashi and Wraight 1992; Baciou et al. 1993).

Evidence for a bound QB− in A6D1 RCs

The very slow back reaction (kBP
obs) is assigned to the

direct electron tunneling from QB− to P+ that occurs
when -1G◦AB is at least 60 meV more favorable than
in wild type RCs. However,kBP

obs can be slow for
other reasons. InRb. sphaeroides, RCs without an H
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subunitkBP is 0.01 s−1 (Debus et al. 1985). With the
large changes in the L subunit, the H subunit could
be lost. However, all three subunits were found with a
Protein Chip Array (Ciphergen Biosystems, Inc) in the
mutant RCs (data not shown) which is consistent with
the earlier characterization of the protein (Coleman
and Youvan 1993).

The back reaction (kBP
obs) was monitored from the

decay of the P+ signal. This rate can also be slow
if solution oxidants oxidize QA− or QB

− trapping
P+ which then reacts slowly with solution reductants.
However, several lines of evidence support the pres-
ence of a bound, reducible secondary quinone. First,
the slow charge recombination as well as the ability
of RCs to oxidize two cytochromesc (D(1) and D(2))
are dependent on added UQ4. Both assays provide the
same Kd for UQ4 at QB (Figure 7). In addition, the
rate of reoxidation of P+ is comparable to that identi-
fied with the direct electron transfer inRb. sphaeroides
and Rb. capsulatusL212,L213 double mutants sup-
porting the same mechanism for charge recombination
(Takahashi and Wraight 1990; Hanson et al. 1992;
Takahashi and Wraight 1992; Maroti et al. 1994; Pad-
dock et al. 1994). Lastly, the decay of the P+QB

−
state is pH independent from 4.5 to 10.5. P+ reduc-
tion or Q− oxidation by solution donors or acceptors
often depends on strongly pH dependent reactions. In
contrast, the direct tunneling from QB

− to P+, with its
small -1G◦AB dependence, varies only weakly with
pH (Labahn et al. 1994).

Despite the evidence that there is a secondary
quinone, no stable QB− is observed when electron
donor is added to trap PQB−. In wild type RCs, the
QB
− state is stable for seconds after a single flash in

the presence of an electron donor to reduce P+. In
contrast, in the mutant the semiquinone decays at≈7
s−1, a rate comparable to the rate at which the electron
moves from QA− to QB. The decay of the semiquinone
signal at 450 nm could be due to the formation of a
protonated, neutral semiquinone QB (Lavergne et al.
1999). However, preliminary measurements did not
show significant signal with a peak at 420 nm, a local
maximum for Q−H+ absorption (Bensasson and Land
1973). In addition, the absence of proton uptake also
argues against formation of the neutral semiquinone.
However, the behavior in the A6D1 RCs is similar to
that found in site-directed mutant RCs where no stable
semiquinone or proton uptake is seen when electron
transfer from QA− to QB (at kAB

(1)) or to QB
− (at

kAB
(2)) is very slow (Takahashi and Wraight 1990;

Hanson et al. 1992; Maroti et al. 1994; Paddock et
al. 1994).

The electron transfer rate from QA− to QB

There are two different electron transfer reactions
from QA to the secondary quinone. In the first
(kAB

(1)) QA
− reduces a neutral QB forming the an-

ionic semiquinone. In the presence of electron donor
the electron transfer from QA− to QB

− (kAB
(2)) is

proceeded by an uphill proton transfer followed by
electron transfer and binding a second proton to form
QH2 (Graige et al. 1996). The electron transfer from
QA
− to QB occurs faster than 104 s−1 in wild type

Rb. capsulatus, Rb. sphaeroides, or Rps. viridisRCs
(Baciou et al. 1993; Okamura and Feher 1995). At
physiological pHs, this reaction is independent of pH.
Above pH≈9 the reaction slows as the pH is raised.

The A6D1 mutant behaves quite differently. Sev-
eral lines of evidence show that for the mutant the
electron transfer rate is only≈10 s−1 not 104 s−1.
First, the quantum yield of RCs that form the P+QB

−
state after each flash is only≈50%, as expected ifkAP,
the rate of the competing electron transfer from QA

−
to P+, is similar to kAB

(1) (Figure 5). Second, the
cytochrome c double flash measurement shows QA

−
is oxidized by QB at≈14 s−1 (Figure 7). In addition,
the steady state cytochromec oxidation slows after
the first quinone reduction (Figure 8) consistent with
kAB

(1) being the rate determining step for the whole
photocycle (Figure 1). The rate limiting step for elec-
tron transfer from QA− to QB in isolated wild type
RCs is a process such as proton, protein, or cofactor
(Stowell et al. 1997) motion (Graige et al. 1998) rather
than the electron transfer itself. It is not known which
process is slowed in the A6D1 RCs.

In single site-directed mutations in the QB site such
as L213DN,kAB

(1) at pH 7–8 can be as slow as several
hundred s−1. However, analysis of the pH dependence
shows that at low pH the rate is comparable to the
5000 s−1 found in wild-type RCs at pH 8 (Takahashi
and Wraight 1992; Paddock et al. 1994). Thus, the
transition to pH dependence is shifted from pH 9 to
much lower pH’s so that a slow rate is found at pH 7–
8. In contrast, the pH dependence of the quantum yield
of P+QB

− (Figure 5 ) suggests thatkAB
(1) is relatively

pH independent in the A6D1 mutant.
In the A6D1 mutantkAB

(2) was not measured dir-
ectly. However, the cytochromec reduction in steady
state or individual turnovers suggests thatkAB

(2) is not
slower thankAB

(1). As kAB
(1) is very slow the second
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reduction of QB could also be impaired. It is this step,
where proton transfer is most closely coupled to elec-
tron transfer, that has previously been shown to be
most sensitive to site-directed mutations in the QB site.

Conclusion

One of the goals of the sequence substitution mutation
was to explore how the RCs ensure that the ubi-
quinones at QA and QB sites maintain their distinct
functions (Coleman and Youvan 1993). However, des-
pite the substitution of 42 residues from the QA site
for 35 in the QB site, the A6D1 does not behave as if
it has 2 QA’s. There is still one quinone binding site
with high affinity and one where the quinone affinity
is comparable to that found QB in the wild type. The
electron appears to reach the secondary quinone via
QA
− rather than by direct electron transfer from P. The

electron tunneling from QB− to P+ is much slower
than from QA

− to P+ as in wild type RCs. The A6D1
has some characteristics of the GluL212/AspL213 to
Ala/Ala double mutant (Hanson et al. 1992; Maroti
et al. 1994). These important acidic residues near
QB are also modified in the A6D1 mutant. However,
the major difference from previously studied mutants
that change individual residues is that in A6D1 RCs
the first electron transfer from QA− to QB (kAB

(1)) is
very slow and apparently independent of pH. In most
other mutantskAB

(1) is fast at low pH, but may slow
at higher pH. While the electron transfer from QA

−
to QB

− (kAB
(2)) has not been measured, steady state

cytochrome c oxidation rates suggests that it is not
slower thankAB

(1). In previously studied site direc-
ted mutantskAB

(2) is the rate that is most sensitive to
mutations in the QB site.
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